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Synapse Specificity Minireview
and Long-Term Information Storage
Erin M. Schuman marked to receive somatically produced ªplasticity pro-
teinsº during late LTP. Frey and Morris reasoned that ifCalifornia Institute of Technology
one set of synapses had undergone late-LTP induction,Division of Biology 216±76
a second set of synapses (on the same postsynapticPasadena, California 91125
neurons) could be stimulated to generate a marker that
would enable them to coopt proteins destined for other
The dendrites of a typical neuron in the central nervous
late LTP synaptic sites. To test this idea, a ªtwo-path-
system bear at least 1000 postsynaptic specializations
wayº experimental design was employed in which two
indicating that in principal the individual neuron can
independent sets of presynaptic afferents that converge
process and store many bits of information. Electro-
on a common set of postsynaptic neurons were alter-
physiological experiments have also revealed that ana-
nately stimulated. (This paradigm allows one to examine
tomically isolated groups of synapses on the same cell two separate populations of synapseson the same post-
can separately process plastic events. Finally, many synaptic neurons.) Late LTP was induced in one path-
studies of behavioral and synaptic plasticity have dem-
way, and then a protein synthesis inhibitor was intro-
onstrated that long-lasting changes in synaptic trans-
duced into the bath, and the second pathway was
mission and behavior require both gene transcription tetanized. Under normal circumstances, the second
and mRNA translation. To understand long-term infor- pathway, tetanized in the presence of the protein syn-
mation storage, then, the problem is to determine how thesis inhibitor, would only exhibit early LTP. Frey and
the potentiated (or depressed) synapses of a single neu- Morris found, however, that prior induction of late LTP
ron become selectively modified during the long-lasting in the first pathway converted the usually decremental
phases of synaptic plasticity. That is, how do the prod- LTP in the second pathway to late LTP. Similar results
ucts of transcription and/or translation reach the modi- were obtained when the second pathway was stimu-
fied synaptic siteswithout affecting the unmodified sites lated (in the absence of a protein synthesis inhibitor)
within the same neuron? There are at least three ways with a very weak tetanus, which normally gives rise to
this could occur, including the selective capture of shorter-lived potentiation.
broadly distributed newly synthesized proteins by po- One interpretation of these findings is that late LTP
tentiated sites, the selective transport of newly synthe- induced in the first pathway generates new proteins that
sized proteins to potentiated sites, and the site-specific can then be used by the synapses stimulated in the
local production of new proteins by dendritic protein second pathway to generate late LTP. Because the sec-
synthesis machinery (Figure 1; reviewed by Sossin, ond pathway was only transiently treated with a protein
1996; Goelet et al., 1986). synthesis inhibitor, it is also possible that new mRNAs,
In hippocampal slices, long-term potentiation of syn- rather than proteins, are transported out to dendrites
aptic transmission can last between 1 hr (early LTP) during late LTP (e.g., Mayford et al., 1996). Alternatively,
and up to 12 hr (late LTP), depending on the induction it might be that late LTP induction somehow induces a
stimulation protocol. Other than the duration of the syn- cell-wide priming of synapses, which facilitates or low-
aptic enhancement, a distinguishing feature of late LTP ers the threshold for the subsequent induction of late
is that it requires both gene transcription and mRNA LTP at other sites on the same cell.
translation (e.g., Nguyen et al., 1994). Hippocampal A curiosity of this finding is that some synaptic memo-
slices tetanized in the presence of either a transcription ries, which under ordinary circumstances would decay
or a translation inhibitor exhibit potentiation that decays over time, now become long-lasting. As the authors
back to baseline within 2±3 hr. These observations sug- point out, this is a potential mechanism for establishing
gest one of two possibilities: either there is constitutive associations between a significant event (e.g., events
production and transport of inherently unstable mRNAs encoded by L-LTP at the first pathway) and other stimuli
that must be translated in a plasticity-dependent man- associated with it in time (e.g., events encoded by stimu-
ner, or inductive events at the synapse must somehow lation of the second pathway). It could also lead, how-
result in information flow to the soma (e.g., Bito et al., ever, to the storage of noise or unnecessary information
1996). In the latter case, the protein products resulting since subthreshold synaptic stimulation capable of
from this communication must then be sent back to the generating a marker could enable synapses to exhibit
appropriate synaptic sites so that long-term synaptic enduring LTP. As such, there may well be molecular
enhancement is maintained. In the absence of a mecha- safeguards that decrease the likelihood of erroneous
nism for selectivity, the induction of late LTP at one set long-term information storage.
of synapses might result in the appearance of late LTP What is the nature of the putative tag that enables the
at all synapses on a given postsynaptic neuron. Several synapses to hijack the mRNAs or proteins and thus
studies have shown, however, that LTP exhibits some convert themselves to L-LTP sites? Experiments by Frey
specificity such that segregated groups of synapses and Morris indicate that the marker is generated inde-
on the same postsynaptic neurons can be potentiated pendent of new protein synthesis and that its lifetime is
independently. less than 3 hr. Moreover, it must be generated by rela-
Synaptic Tagging tively subtle stimulation protocols, given that as few as
A recent exciting study by Frey and Morris (1997) tested 20 stimuli delivered at 100 Hz can enable the capture
in the second pathway. A covalently modified enzymethe idea that potentiated synapses become tagged or
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Figure 1. Models for Synapse Specificity
During Long-Term Information Storage
(A) Cell-wide 1 marker. Long-term plasticity
initiated in one synapse (on left) generates a
signal that travels to the nucleus (red arrow)
and a synaptic marker (green asterisk). Newly
synthesized mRNAs or proteins (black arrow)
then get captured by all synapses that pos-
sess a marker (e.g., left and top right syn-
apses in this diagram).
(B) Specific targeting. Long-term plasticity in-
itiated in one synapse (on left) generates a
signal that travels to the nucleus (red arrow);
newly synthesized mRNAs or proteins (black
arrow) then get specifically targeted to the
appropriate modified synaptic sites.
(C) Local protein synthesis. Synaptic plastic-
ity induced at one site stimulates protein syn-
thesis in the dendrite; the proteins modify
local pre- and/or postsynaptic elements en-
abling long-lasting plasticity.
that resides at the synapse, such as a phosphorylated How might the selective delivery of proteins be ac-
complished within the dendrites? Alterations in the inter-kinase, would certainly fit the bill. If this were true, then
actions of microtubules and associated cytoskeletalthere need not be any specific targeting of the newly
proteins in dendritic spines might constitute a targetingsynthesized proteins (or mRNAs) to the appropriate
mechanism. Signal transduction events associated withsynapses. Proteins or mRNAs could be transported
initiation of synaptic plasticity could trigger such alter-throughout the dendrites and used (or translated) only
ations; for example, the association of MAP2 with micro-at the synapses where the modified enzyme resides
tubules is regulated by phosphorylation (Brugg and Ma-(Figure 1A). For example, the modification of the new
tus, 1991). In addition, the growth of synaptic structuresprotein(s) by the marker enzyme could be required for
or alterations in adhesion could stabilize microtubule-the new protein to exert its effect on synaptic transmis-
protein interactions and direct the transport of new pro-sion. Alternatively, although perhaps less likely, the tag
teins to these sites (e.g., Kirschner and Mitchison, 1986).could serve as an address marker for the selective trans-
Local Protein Synthesisport of the new proteins to the appropriate sites. As
One way to get around the problem of new protein tar-such, the tag would produce a new signpost for proteins
geting is to make proteins locally in dendrites (Figuredestined to synapses that had undergone L-LTP. Distin-
1C). According to this idea, synaptic signals generatedguishing between a cell-wide distribution of proteins
in spines could be coupled by signaling elements towith selective synaptic utilization and the specific tar-
protein synthesis machinery in dendrites resulting in thegeting of proteins to potentiated sites might be best
site-specific production of proteins required for synapticaddressed by the direct visualization of newly synthe-
plasticity. The genesis of this idea arose from the detec-sized protein trafficking within the neuron following
tion of polyribosomes and various mRNAs in dendriticL-LTP induction.
processes in many different types of neurons, includingSpecific Targeting
the pyramidal cells of the hippocampus (reviewed by
How might the specific targeting of new proteins to
Steward, 1997). Several observations now suggest that
appropriate synaptic sites be accomplished? This
proteins can be made locally in synaptic processes. Feig
mechanism is distinguished from a cell-wide distribution and Lipton (1993) were the first to demonstrate dendritic
mechanism in that proteins are targeted only to specific protein synthesis directly stimulated by synaptic activ-
synapses, rather than broadly distributed and captured ity. In the CA1region of hippocampalslices, the choliner-
(Figure 1B). There is not much known about how specific gic agonist carbachol was coupled with patterned acti-
targeting might be accomplished during plasticity, but vation of the Schaffer collaterals, resulting in an increase
interesting parallels can be drawn with cell biological in 3H-leucine in dendritic processes. Application of either
studies of protein targeting in neurons and other cell carbachol or the stimulation alone did not stimulate pro-
types (reviewed by Kelly and Grote, 1993). For example, tein synthesis. Because the slices were fixed within 3
in the immune system, the binding of a T cell receptor min of the termination of the stimulation, it is very unlikely
to its antigen provides an example of how local signal that somatically synthesized proteins could contribute
transduction events can lead to targeting of proteins to to the signal observed in dendrites.
a specific region of the plasma membrane. The T cell In the above study, the stimulation protocol did not
receptor±antigen interaction initiates a phosphorylation produce any detectable enduring effect on synaptic
cascade, the arrangement of cytoskeletal elements at transmission. Recent experiments by Kang and Schu-
the receptor site, and the subsequent selective delivery man (1996), however, have provided a potential link be-
tween long-lasting synaptic plasticity and local proteinof proteins to that site (Dustin and Springer, 1991).
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synthesis. Application of the neurotrophic factors brain- 1993; Emptage and Carew, 1993). Because there is no
exposure of the peripheral synapses to 5-HT, these re-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) or neurotrophin-3
sults indicate that synapses need not be tagged or ac-(NT-3) to hippocampal slices can cause a rapid and
tive to receive the proteins required for long-term synap-long-lasting enhancement of synaptic strength. Brief
tic plasticity.pretreatment of hippocampal slices with a protein syn-
One might argue, however, that the application ofthesis inhibitor dramatically attenuated the neurotro-
5-HT to sensory neuron somata ªshort circuitsº the nor-phin-induced potentiation within minutes of neurotro-
mal signaling pathway if plasticity is induced by in-phin exposure. The immediate dependence of the
terneurons in the synaptic neuropil. Thus, if facilitationenhancement on protein synthesis is inconsistent with
is induced at synaptic sites, it may lead to the generationgeneration of new proteins in the soma and their trans-
of markers that are not produced when 5-HT is selec-port to synaptic sites. Rather, a more proximal site of
tively applied to the cell body. In support of this idea,protein synthesis is suggested. Experiments in which
it has also been observed that the restricted applicationthe synaptic neuropil was isolated from either the pre-
of 5-HT to peripheral sensory motoneuron synapses,(CA3) or postsynaptic (CA1) cell bodies further substan-
rather than cell bodies, may increase both the magni-tiated a local protein synthesis source: the inhibition of
tude and the likelihood of the synaptic facilitation atpotentiation by anisomycin persisted in the absence
these peripheral synapses (Clark and Kandel, 1993).of somatic protein synthesis machinery. These results
Nonetheless, the observation that 5-HT applied at thedemonstrated that the site of protein synthesis must be
soma can induce changes at peripheral synapses indi-either the dendrites, axons, interneurons, or glia. From
cates that the capacity for cell-wide long-term plasticitythis list of possible sites, the dendrites appear to be the
exists. An important point to keep in mind, however, isbest candidate as they are the only compartment that
that the particular sensory motoneuron synapses thatcontain the full-length Trk receptors, protein synthesis
have been studied in Aplysia subserve coordinated de-machinery, and receptors for excitatory synaptic trans-
fensive withdrawal responses for the animal, and thusmission. Coupled with the demonstrations of dendritic
the behaviors mediated by these synapses may not re-protein synthesis in vitro, described below, these obser-
quire a high degree of synapse specificity.vations suggest the capacity for local control of synaptic
More generally, just how specific do changes in syn-transmission and structure.
aptic efficacy need to be? Most arguments for synapse
Several studies have demonstrated that different bio-
specificity are based on the belief that the complexity
chemical fractions that lack somatic protein synthesis
and abundance of the synaptic architecture mandates
machinery can nonetheless synthesize proteins (re-
the functional independence of each synapse. To vali-
viewed by Weile et al., 1994; Steward, 1997). For exam-
date this belief, we would need data demonstrating that
ple, Steward and colleagues (1992) showed that dis-
a single neuron participates in representing as many
sociated (lacking cell bodies) cultured neurites can different stimuli as it has synapses. With the exception
incorporate 3H-leucine; the majority of these neurites of sensory neurons, however, we know very little about
are immunopositive for MAP2, suggesting that they are the range of potential stimuli coded for by a given neu-
indeed dendrites. More recently, Crino and Eberwine ron. In the hippocampus, for example, it is clear that a
(1996) demonstrated more directly the synthesis of pro- single unit can have more than one place field (Muller,
teins in isolated dendritic growth cones of cultured hip- 1996) or respond to more than one odor (Wiener et al.,
pocampal neurons. The mechanically isolated pro- 1989). Although we are clearly limited by a lack of data,
cesses were transfected with a myc-tagged mRNA and it seems unlikely that the number of synapses alone
then treated with a neurotrophic factor, either BDNF or dictates the expansiveness of a neuron's coding poten-
NT-3. In some dendritic processes, immunostaining for tial. Indeed, many synapses on many neurons likely give
myc was evident, indicating that the neurotrophins had rise to a particular code, and a given synapse may partic-
stimulated protein synthesis in the absence of somatic ipate in more than one representation. In keeping with
protein synthesis machinery. This system may be ideal this idea, there are now several demonstrations that
for delineating the signal transduction events that cou- synaptic potentiation can spread both between syn-
ple synaptic events to the resident translational machin- apses on different cells (Bonhoeffer et al., 1989; Schu-
ery in the dendrite. man and Madison, 1994) and within synapses on the
How Global Is Specificity? same cell (Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1996, Soc. Neurosci.
Does all long-term plasticity show specificity? In the abstract). Indeed, even in the work of Frey and Morris
marine mollusc Aplysia, sensitization of the gill- and described above, LTP induced in one pathway resulted
siphon-withdrawal response involves serotonin (5-HT)- in small (z15%±20%) but persistent enhancement of
induced modulation of sensory to motoneuron syn- synaptic transmission in the other pathway. Observa-
apses. The application of 5-HT to sensory and motoneu- tions such as these suggest that newly synthesized pro-
rons can mimic the synaptic facilitation that is observed teins that are responsible for long-term plasticity need
with behavioral training. Given that individual sensory not be localized to individual synapses but rather to
neurons have multiple postsynaptic targets, one can ask small functional domains of synapses.
whether the synaptic facilitation is localized to particular Perspective
targets by manipulating the site of 5-HT exposure. Re- Many studies have shown that long-term changes in
stricted application of 5-HT to the cell bodies of sensory synaptic transmission and behavior require gene tran-
neurons can cause cell-wide long-term synaptic en- scription and mRNA translation. This review has high-
hancement, facilitating the connectionsof thesame sen- lighted several potential mechanisms by which a syn-
apse or a group of synapses might selectively receivesory neuron to distant motoneurons (Clark and Kandel,
Neuron
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or stabilize the mRNA or protein products that result
from long-term information storage. Any one or a combi-
nation of these mechanisms can account for synaptic
changes that last for the lifetime of the newly synthe-
sized proteins. And yet, we know that true memories
and even LTP studied in vivo likely lasts beyond the
lifetime of most proteins, raising the issue of whether
synaptic changes are ever permanent. Is there a reacti-
vation of the synaptic circuitry that stimulates protein
synthesis and respecifies the potentiated synapses des-
tined to receive new proteins? Is there an autocatalytic
mechanism at the synapse or in the nucleus that main-
tains synaptic strength ina given plasticity state? Under-
standing more about the molecular control of synaptic
plasticity and the nature of coding will hopefully begin
to provide answers to these questions.
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